
What’s in it for ME?
 terms, and therefore assumed that all manufactures fast moving consumer 

was well? goods. She started off as an 
      Next time you are faced with such a accountant and with time, became a 

              uman resource managers change, first apply the  coaching  management accountant. Her 
and functional unit leaders technique  to help the employee see responsibilities involved material supply 
have the best intent when what is in it for her/him as well as win analysis, costing, e.t.c
doing talent placement in your his/her commitment before the     She was recently appointed to be 

organization. Their desire is to have the contractual documentation is done. part of the core team spearheading a 
right talent at the right place so that Organizations which have structured SAP implementation project in Kenya. 
there is a win – win outcome for both coaching at workplace know what big This has seen her travel widely for 
parties. But do employees always see difference it makes to have a coaching training and exposure as well as 
“what is in it for them” in that proposed dialogue with an employee as opposed enabled her interact and work with 
change?  How many times does that to just giving a new appointment letter. different people and teams in the 
good intent end up making the      As you will learn from the case subsidiary companies which have 
employee leave and the HR wondering below, more money may not already implemented SAP. As a result, 
“Where did we go wrong? How can we necessarily be all that an employee is she has made huge contributions to 
end up loosing that exceptional talent looking for. cost reduction by combining her 
yet our intent were to recognize and     Linda holds a Bachelors' Degree in accountancy background with SAP 
develop the employee in question?” Economics and an Association of functionalities. She has even won 
      However, the first question should Chartered Certified Accountants commendations from the MD.
be: how did you communicate the (ACCA) qualification. She has worked 
change? Did you just give a new letter in different positions for the last 8 years 
of appointment with new and better with a multinational company which 
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Malice and sabotage
Recently, Linda got a new boss who 
recommended that her role changes 
and her new title to be Materials & 
Production Analyst. She would also no 
longer report to the chief accountant but 
to the Supply Chain Manager.  Though 
this position was more senior and had 
more money, Linda was not willing to 
accept this change as she saw malice 
and sabotage in the entire arrangement, completing the analysis 3. This will to grow and she choose to pursue this 
a move to derail her career in include identification of suitable instead of resigning. 
accountancy and finance. (The Line opportunities, professional résumé    She even outlined the new gains she 
Manager and the HR manager had no development, résumé circulation thought she will bring to the company 
idea what is happening here and in case strategies etc. once she assumed her new role. On 
they observe low morale, they assume    The coaching program was to take further questioning, Linda even reckoned 
all will be well as Linda settled in.) approximately five weeks. I sent Linda that she had always seen the 
   Out of frustration, Linda decided to the proposal which she approved within accountancy and finance field saturated, 
seek the services of a career coach to two days and we kicked off in four days. competitive and  with slow growth and 
help her prepare her career search plan She took time off from work to she was happy that coaching had 
as part of her exit strategy, including concentrate on the coaching venture. illuminated a new exciting growth  path 
revamping her CV.     During session 1 and 2, Linda worked for her in the broader Supply Chain 
   During the first meeting, I listened to on her career plan which highlighted the management. She immediately enrolled 
Linda's story and I could right away spot path she would like to take in finance and for CIPS ( Chartered Institute of 
great opportunity in the new position, accountancy, the positions she would like Purchasing and Supply) classes  and is 
but as a coach, I had to use the to go for and further qualifications she confident to become a Supply Chain 
coaching approach to bring this thought were necessary. Linda was eager Manager  for a Multinational (current 
awareness to Linda in a powerful to get to a point where she had a career employer or any other) in three years' 
manner. However, my initial attempts to search strategy and a new résumé and time.   She updated her career plan with 
try and make Linda to reflect on the she even brought newspaper cuttings of these new insights and the coaching 
proposed change and the possible the jobs she wanted to apply for. She agenda shifted from outplacement to 
opportunities that could be wrapped requested me to fast-track the process by making impacts in the new role within the 
therein fell on sort of deaf ears. She scheduling twice a week meetings so that first six months.
wanted just one thing, to quit her she could meet some of the job    The above case goes to prove that 
employer. application deadlines for adverts she was sometimes, organizations usually direct 
   But a coach never quit, and I had to eyeing. I decline and instead drew her employees to take up new roles without 
have a way around and make her see attention to the terms of contract and ask taking time to demonstrate to them “what 
the bigger picture.  Through powerful her to be patient as the ongoing is in it for them”.  Having a structured 
questioning, offering insights and using reflections and thought processing was coaching approach to employee 
very simple self evaluation tools, we vital for her. placement changes will go a long way in 
jointly reached a conclusion that ensuring that there is maximum 
whereas a change may be necessary, a Aha moment employee engagement, performance and 
careful analysis given the fact that Linda Things took a different shape during retention of good talent which is 
was approaching her mid career was session 3.  Using coaching tools, to bring becoming increasingly hard to come by!
important. And this was to take place out Linda's skills, competencies and 
before she finally quit. This was the first strengths, it emerged that her greatest 
level of success. At the end of that value addition and achievements had 
session, we jointly agreed on the been on supply chain optimization 
following scope of intervention: whereby she only used her accountancy 

and financial analysis background to 
1.  To help her review and refine her make cases  for positive changes and 
career plan that  takes into quantify value gained in terms of cost 
consideration the changing nature of the savings and revenue maximization. This 
accountancy and finance field; became an AHA moment for Linda and 
2.  To guide and help her define and  she finally understood why her new boss 
consolidate all her skills, strengths and was proposing a new position for her and 
competencies gained to date ( otherwise that indeed, it was recognition for her 
called a portfolio of professional worth)  great work and contributions to the 
and align this to her career plans; company. 
3.  To help her  re-evaluate the internal    On this realization, Linda shared with 
and external growth opportunities so me some of her most fulfilling moments 
that she makes the best decision  at this for close to 30 minutes. Through 
critical time; progressive questioning, a new angle 
4.  To facilitate her pursue job change if emerged; Linda finally saw the new role 
this is found to be important after as an opportunity 

“WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN EMPLOYEE
PERCEIVES A NEW POSITION (AND A BETTER
PAY) AS A CAREER DERAILMENT?”
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